
Simplex Method on the TI Calculator 
MAT 141: Semester Project 

 

On the second page is the program for the simplex method. You will first need to program it into your TI-83/84 
calculator. You may wish to start with a more basic (shorter) program, like the quadratic equation, to get a feel for how 
to program the TI.  

After you have programmed your TI to do the simplex method, you will then need to sit down with me to explain the 
different lines in the code and what they are doing. To do this I will give you a simplex tableau and you will need to 
explain line by line what is going on in the program. Failure to demonstrate an understanding of the code will result in a 
poor grade. 

There are plenty of sources to learn about programming the TI. Here are a few to help you out. 
• http://www.ticalc.org/programming/columns/83plus-bas/cherny/ 
• http://youtu.be/z1jqegsr7dM Video on programming the quadratic function. A good starter program to learn 

the basics. 
• http://tibasic.wikia.com/wiki/TI-Basic_84_Programming 

  

http://www.ticalc.org/programming/columns/83plus-bas/cherny/
http://youtu.be/z1jqegsr7dM
http://tibasic.wikia.com/wiki/TI-Basic_84_Programming


Simplex Method Program for TI-83/84 

This program is for those who are familiar with the simplex method that uses POSITIVE slack variables when doing problems with 
mixed constraints or minimization.  You must enter the first tableau in matrix [A] with the proper slack variables and with the proper 
signs for the indicator row (objective function.)  The program then manipulates rows to give a first feasible solution and displays the 
solution in decimal form.  The solution may be displayed in fractional form, if appropriate, by pressing ENTER.  When you are 
finished with the answer, press ENTER because the program is STILL RUNNING in PAUSE Mode to permit scrolling the matrix.  

:Lbl 0 
:dim([A])→L1 
:L1(1)→R 
:L1(2)→C 
:[A]→[B] 
:Repeat P = 0 
:0→P 
:[B]T →[C] 
:For (K, 1, C-1) 
:If  [B](R,K) < 0 
:Then: 2→P:End: End 
:For (K, 1, R-1) 
:If  [B](K,C) < 0 
:Then: 1→P: End: End 
:If P=1 
:Then: Matr→List([B], C, L1) 
:0→L1(R) 
:min(L1)→M 
:For( K,1, R-1) 
:If M=L1(K) 
:Then: K→I:  End: End 
:Matr→List([C],I, L1) 
:0→L1(C) 
:min(L1)→M 
:If M <0 
:Then: For( K,1, C-1) 
:If M=L1(K) 
:Then: K→J: End: End 
:Else: 0→P:End: End 
Continued to next column 

:If P=2 
:Then: Matr→List([C], R,L1) 
:0→L1 (C): Min (L1)→M 
:For (K,1,C-1) 
:If M = L1(K) 
:Then: K→J: End 
:End 
:Matr→List([B], J,L1) 
:0→L1(R) 
:For (K,1,R-1) 
:If L1(K) > 0 
:Then: L1(K)/[B](K,C)→L1(K):End 
:If L1(K)< 0 
:Then: 0→L1 (K): End: End 
:max(L1)→M 
:If M > 0 
:Then: For(K,1,R-1) 
:If M = L1(K) 
:Then: K→I: End: End 
:Else: 0→P: End: End 
:If P≠0 
:Then: *row(1/[B](I,J), [B], I)→[B] 
:For (K,1, R) 
:If K≠I and [B](K,J)≠0 
:Then: *Row+((-[B](K, J)), [B], I,K)→[B] 
:End:End:End:End 
:Pause [B] 
:Pause [B]►Frac 
:Stop       
 

 
     


